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Abstract. Bayesian networks are directed acyclic graphs that represent
dependencies between variables in a probabilistic model. Many time series models, including the hidden Markov models (HMMs) used in speech
recognition and Kalman lter models used in ltering and control applications, can be viewed as examples of dynamic Bayesian networks.
We rst provide a brief tutorial on learning and Bayesian networks. We
then present some dynamic Bayesian networks that can capture much
richer structure than HMMs and Kalman lters, including spatial and
temporal multiresolution structure, distributed hidden state representations, and multiple switching linear regimes. While exact probabilistic
inference is intractable in these networks, one can obtain tractable variational approximations which call as subroutines the forward-backward
and Kalman lter recursions. These approximations can be used to learn
the model parameters by maximizing a lower bound on the likelihood.
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1 Introduction
Suppose we wish to build a model of data from a nite sequence of ordered
observations, fY1; Y2 ; : : :; Yt g. In most realistic scenarios, from modeling stock
prices to physiological data, the observations are not related deterministically.
Furthermore, there is added uncertainty resulting from the limited size of our
data set and any mismatch between our model and the true process. Probability
theory provides a powerful tool for expressing both randomness and uncertainty
in our model [23]. We can express the uncertainty in our prediction of the future
outcome Yt+1 via a probability density P(Yt+1jY1 ; : : :; Yt ). Such a probability
density can then be used to make point predictions, de ne error bars, or make
decisions that are expected to minimize some loss function.
This chapter presents a probabilistic framework for learning models of temporal data. We express these models using the Bayesian network formalism (a.k.a.
probabilistic graphical models or belief networks)|a marriage of probability
theory and graph theory in which dependencies between variables are expressed
graphically. The graph not only allows the user to understand which variables
a ect which other ones, but also serves as the backbone for eciently computing
marginal and conditional probabilities that may be required for inference and
learning.
The next section provides a brief tutorial of Bayesian networks. Section 3
demonstrates the use of Bayesian networks for modeling time series, including some well-known examples such as the Kalman ler and the hidden Markov
model. Section 4 focuses on the problem of learning the parameters of a Bayesian
network using the Expectation{Maximization (EM) algorithm [3, 10]. Section 5
describes some richer models appropriate for time series with nonlinear or multiresolution structure. Inference in such models may be computationally intractable. However, in section 6 we present several tractable methods for approximate inference which can be used as the basis for learning.
2

2 A Bayesian network tutorial
A Bayesian network is simply a graphical model for representing conditional independencies between a set of random variables. Consider four random variables,
W, X, Y , and Z. From basic probability theory we know that we can factor the
joint probability as a product of conditional probabilities:
P(W; X; Y; Z) = P(W)P(X jW)P(Y jW; X)P(Z jW; X; Y ):
This factorization does not tell us anything useful about the joint probability distribution: each variable can potentially depend on every other variable. However,
consider the following factorization:
P(W; X; Y; Z) = P(W)P(X)P(Y jW)P(Z jX; Y ):
(1)
The above factorization implies a set of conditional independence relations. A
variable (or set of variables) A is conditionally independent from B given C if
P(A; B jC) = P(AjC)P(B jC) for all A,B and C such that P(C) 6= 0. From the
above factorization we can show that given the values of X and Y , Z and W are
independent:
X; Y; Z)
P(Z; W jX; Y ) = P(W;
P(X; Y )
P(W)P(X)P(Y jW)P(Z jX; Y )
= R P(W)P(X)P(Y
jW)P(Z jX; Y ) dW dZ
P(W)P(Y
j
W)P(Z
jX; Y )
=
P(Y )
= P(W jY )P(Z jX; Y ):
A Bayesian network is a graphical way to represent a particular factorization of
a joint distribution. Each variable is represented by a node in the network. A
directed arc is drawn from node A to node B if B is conditioned on A in the
factorization of the joint distribution. For example, to represent the factorization (1) we would draw an arc from W to Y but not from W to Z. The Bayesian
network representing the factorization (1) is shown in Figure 1.
Some basic de nitions from graph theory will be necessary at this point. The
node A is a parent of another node B if there is a directed arc from A to B;
if so, B is a child of A. The descendents of a node are its children, children's
childen, and so on. A directed path from A to B is a sequence of nodes starting
from A and ending in B such that each node in the sequence is a parent of the
following node in the sequence. An undirected path from A to B is a sequence of
nodes starting from A and ending in B such that each node in the sequence is a
parent or child of the following node.
The semantics of a Bayesian network are simple: each node is conditionally
independent from its non-descendents given its parents.2 More generally, two
2

Since there is a one-to-one correspondence between nodes and variables, we will often
talk about conditional independence relations between nodes meaning conditional
independence relations between the variables associated with the nodes.
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Z

Fig. 1. A directed acyclic graph (DAG) consistent with the conditional independence
relations in P (W; X; Y; Z ).
disjoint sets of nodes A and B are conditionally independent given C, if C dseparates A and B, that is, if along every undirected path between a node in A

and a node in B there is a node D such that: (1) D has converging arrows3 and
neither D nor its descendents are in C, or (2) D does not have converging arrow
and D is in C [41]. From visual inspection of the graphical model it is therefore
easy to infer many independence relations without explicitly grinding through
Bayes rule. For example, W is conditionally independent from X given the set
C = fY; Z g, since Y 2 C is along the only path between W and X, and Y does
not have converging arrows. However, we cannot infer from the graph that W is
conditionally independent from X given Z.
Notice that since each factorization implies a strict ordering of the variables,
the connections obtained in this manner de ne a directed acyclic graph4. Furthermore, there are many ways to factorize a joint distribution, and consequently
there are many Bayesian networks consistent with a particular joint. A Bayesian
network G is said to be an independency map I-map for a distribution P if every d-separation displayed in G corresponds to a valid conditional independence
relation in P. G is a minimal I-map if no arc can be deleted from G without
removing the I-map property.
The absence of arcs in a Bayesian networks implies conditional independence
relations which can be exploited to obtain ecient algorithms for computing
marginal and conditional probabilities. For singly connected networks, in which
the underlying undirected graph has no loops, there exists a general algorithm
called belief propagation [31, 41]. For multiply connected networks, in which there
can be more than one undirected path between any two nodes, there exists a
more general algorithm known as the junction tree algorithm [33, 25]. I will
provide the essence of the belief propagation algorithm (since the exact methods
used throughout this paper are based on it) and refer the reader to relevant
3
4

That is, D is a child of both the previous and following nodes in the path.
Undirected graphical models (Markov networks) are another important tool for representing probability distributions, and have a di erent set of semantics [5, 13]. We
will deal exclusively with directed graphical models in this paper.

4

texts [41, 24, 19] for details.
Assume we observe some evidence: the value of some variables in the network.
The goal of belief propagation is to update the marginal probabilities of all
the variables in the network to incorporate this new evidence. This is achieved
by local message passing: each node, n sends a message to its parents and to
its children. Since the graph is singly connected, n separates the graph, and
therefore the evidence, into two mutually exclusive sets: e+ (n), consisting of the
parents of n, the nodes connected to n through its parents5 , and n itself, and
e (n) consisting of the children of n and the nodes connected to n through its
children (Figure 2). The message from n to each of its children is the probability

e+(n)
p1

p2

p3

n
c1

c2

c3

e -(n)

Fig. 2. Separation of evidence in singly connected graphs.
of each setting of n given the evidence observed in the set e+ (n). The message
from n to each of its parents is the probability, given every setting of the parent,
of the evidence observed in the set e (n) [ fng. The marginal probability of a
node is proportional to the product of the messages obtained from its parents,
weighted by the conditional probability of the node given its parents, and the
message obtained from its children. If the parents of n are fp1 ; : : :; pk g and the
childen of n are fc1; : : :; c`g, then

3
2
k
Ỳ
Y
X
P(njp ; : : :; pk ) P(pije (pi ))5 P(cj ; e (cj )jn) (2)
P(nje) / 4
+

1

5

j =1
i=1
fp1 ;:::;pk g
That is, the nodes for which the undirected path to n goes through a parent of n.

5

where the summation (or more generally the integral) extends over all settings
of fp1; : : :; pkg. For example, given the evidence e = fX = x; Z = z g,



Z

P(Y jW)P(W) dW P(Z = z; X = xjY ) (3)
/ P(Y ) P(Z = z jX = x; Y ) P(X = x)
(4)
where P(W) is the message passed from W to Y since e+ (W) = ;, and P(Z =
z; X = xjY ) is the message passed from Z to Y . Variables in the evidence set
are referred to as observable variables, while those not in the evidence set are
referred to as hidden variables.
Often a Bayesian network is constructed by combining a priori knowledge
about conditional independences between the variables, perhaps from an expert
in a particular domain, and a data set of observations. A natural way in which
this a priori knowledge can be elicited from the expert is by asking questions
regarding causality: a variable that has a direct causal e ect on another variable
will be its parent in the network. Since temporal order speci es the direction of
causality, this notion plays an important role in the design of dynamic Bayesian
networks.
P(Y jX = x; Z = z) /

3 Dynamic Bayesian networks
In time series modeling, we observe the values of certain variables at di erent
points in time. The assumption that an event can cause another event in the
future, but not vice-versa, simplies the design of Bayesian networks for time
series: directed arcs should ow forward in time. Assigning a time index t to each
variable, one of the simplest causal models for a sequence of data fY1; : : :; YT g
is a rst-order Markov model, in which each variable is directly in uenced only
by the previous variable (Figure 3):
P(Y1 ; Y2; : : :; YT ) = P(Y1)P(Y2jY1 )    P(YT jYT 1)
Y1

Y2

Y3

YT

Fig. 3. A Bayesian network representing a rst-order Markov process.
These models do not directly represent dependencies between observables
over more than one time step. Having observed fY1; : : :; Ytg, the model will only
make use of Yt to predict the value of Yt+1. One simple way of extending Markov
models is to allow higher order interactions between variables. For example, a
 th -order Markov model allows arcs from fYt  ; : : :; Yt 1g to Yt . Another way
to extend Markov models is to posit that the observations are dependent on a
hidden variable, which we will call the state, and that the sequence of states is
6

a Markov process (Figure 4). A classic model of this kind is the linear-Gaussian
state-space model, also known as the Kalman lter.
X1

X2

X3

XT

Y1

Y2

Y3

YT

Fig.4. A Bayesian network specifying conditional independence relations for a
state-space model.

3.1 Example 1: State-space models
In state-space models, a sequence of D-dimensional real-valued observation vectors fY1 ; : : :; YT g, is modeled by assuming that at each time step Yt was generated from a K-dimensional real-valued hidden state variable Xt , and that the
sequence of X's de ne a rst-order Markov process. Using the short-hand notation fYtg to denote sequences from t = 1 to t = T:
P(fXt; Yt g) = P(X1)P(Y1 jX1)

T
Y
t=2

P(XtjXt 1 )P(YtjXt):

(5)

The state transition probability P(Xt jXt 1) can be decomposed into deterministic and stochastic components:
Xt = ft (Xt 1 ) + wt
where ft is the deterministic transition function determining the mean of Xt
given Xt 1, and wt is a zero-mean random noise vector. Similarly,the observation
probability P(YtjXt ) can be decomposed as
Yt = gt(Xt ) + vt :
If both the transition and output functions are linear and time-invariant and the
distribution of the states and observation noise variables is Gaussian, the model
becomes a linear-Gaussian state-space model:
Xt = AXt 1 + wt
Yt = CXt + vt
where A is the state transition matrix and C is the observation matrix.
7

(6)
(7)

Often, the observations can be divided into a set of input (or predictor) variables and output (or response) variables. Again, assuming linearity and Gaussian
noise we can write the state transition function as
Xt = AXt 1 + BUt + wt;
(8)
where Ut is the input observation vector and B is the input matrix. The Bayesian
network corresponding to this model would include a sequence of nodes fUt g
each of which is a parent of the corresponding Xt . Linear-Gaussian state-space
models are used extensively in all areas of control and signal processing.

3.2 Example 2: Hidden Markov models
In a hidden Markov model (HMM), the sequence of observations fYt g is modeled by assuming that each observation depends on a discrete hidden state St ,
and that the sequences of hidden states are distributed according to a Markov
process. The joint probability for the sequences of states and observations, can
be factored in exactly the same manner as equation (5), with St taking the place
of Xt :
P(fSt; Ytg) = P(S1 )P(Y1 jS1)

T
Y

t=2

P(StjSt 1)P(Yt jSt):

(9)

Consequently, the conditional independences in an HMM can also be expressed
graphically using the Bayesian network shown in Figure 4. The state is represented by a single multinomial variable that can take one of K discrete values, St 2 f1; : : :; K g. The state transition probabilities, P(St jSt 1), for a timeinvariant HMM can be speci ed by a single K  K transition matrix. If the
observables are discrete symbols taking on one of L values, the emission probabilities P(Yt jSt) can be fully speci ed by a K  L observation matrix. For realvalued observation vectors, P(YtjSt ) can be modeled in many di erent forms,
such as a Gaussian, mixture of Gaussians, or a neural network. Like state-space
models, HMMs can be augmented to allow for input variables [7, 4, 36]. The
system then models the conditional distribution of a sequence of output observations given a sequence of input observations. HMMs have been applied extensively to problems in speech recognition [28], computational biology [32, 2], and
fault detection [48].

4 Learning and Inference
A Bayesian approach to learning starts with some a priori knowledge about the
model structure|the set of arcs in the Bayesian network|and model parameters. This initial knowledge is represented in the form of a prior probability
distribution over model structures and parameters, and updated using the data
to obtain a posterior probability distribution over models and parameters. More
formally, assuming a prior distribution over models structures P(M) and a prior
8

distribution over parameters for each model structure P(jM), a data set D is
used to form a posterior distribution over models using Bayes rule
R P(Dj; M)P(jM) d P(M)
P(MjD) =
P(D)
which integrates out the uncertainty in the parameters. For a given model structure, we can compute the posterior distribution over the parameters:
; M)P(jM) :
P(jM; D) = P(DjP(
DjM)
If the data set is some sequence of observations D = fY1 ; : : :; YT g and we
wish to predict the next observation, YT +1 based on our data and models, then
the Bayesian prediction
P(YT +1 jD) =

Z

P(YT +1 j; M; D)P(jM; D)P(MjD) d dM

integrates out the uncertainty in the model structure and parameters.
We obtain a somewhat impoverished by nonetheless useful limitingcase of the
Bayesian approach to learning if we assume a single model structure M and we
estimate the parameters ^ that maximize the likelihood P(Dj; M) under that
model. In the limit of a large data set and an uninformative (e.g. uniform) prior
over the parameters, the posterior P(jM; D) will be sharply peaked around the
maxima of the likelihood, and therefore the predictions of a single maximum
likelihood (ML) model will be similar to those obtained by Bayesian integration
over the parameters.
We focus in this paper on the problem of estimating ML parameters for
a model given the model structure. Although in principle this is an only approximate Bayesian learning, in practice a full- edged Bayesian analysis is often
impractical6. Furthermore, in many application areas there is strong a priori
knowledge about the model structure and a single estimate of the parameters
provides a more parsimonious and interpretable model than a distribution over
parameters.

4.1 ML Estimation with Complete Data
Assume a data set of independent and identically distributed observations D =
fY (1); : : :; Y (N ) g, each of which can be a vector or time series of vectors, then

the likelihood of the data set is:

P(Dj; M) =
6

N
Y
i=1

P(Y (i) j; M)

Two approximate methods for integrating over the posterior in the case of neural
network models are described in [35] and [38].

9

For notational convenience we henceforth drop the implicit conditioning on the
model structure, M. The ML parameters are obtained by maximing the likelihood, or equivalently the log likelihood:

L() =

N
X
i=1

logP(Y (i) j):

If the observation vector includes all the variables in the Bayesian network, then
each term in the log likelihood further factors as:
log P(Y (i) j) = log
=

X
j

Y
j

(i)
P(Yj(i) jYpa(
j ); j )

(i)
log P(Yj(i)jYpa(
j ); j );

(10)
(11)

where j indexes over the nodes in the Bayesian network, pa(j) is the set of
parents of j, and j are the parameters that de ne the conditional probability of
Yj given its parents. The likelihood therefore decouples into local terms involving
each node and its parents, simplifying the ML estimation problem. For example,
if the Y variables are discrete and j is the conditional probability table for
Yj given its parents, then the ML estimate of j is simply a normalized table
containing counts of each setting of Yj given each setting of its parents in the
data set.

4.2 ML Estimation with Hidden Variables: The EM algorithm
With hidden variables the log likelihood cannot be decomposed as in (11). Rather,
we nd:
X
L() = log P(Y j) = log P(Y; X j)
(12)
X

P
where X is the set of hidden variables, and X is the sum (or integral) over X

required to obtain the marginal probability of the data. (We have dropped the
superscript (i) in (12) by evaluating the log likelihood for a single observation.)
Using any distribution Q over the hidden variables, we can obtain a lower bound
on L:
X
X
X j)
(13)
log P(Y; X j) = log Q(X) P(Y;
Q(X)
X
X
X
Y j)
(14)
 Q(X) log P(X;
Q(X)
X
X
X
= Q(X) log P(X; Y j)
Q(X) log Q(X) (15)
X

X

= F (Q; )
10

(16)

where the middle inequality is known as Jensen's inequality and can be proven
using the concavity of the log function. If we de ne the energy of a global con guration (X; Y ) to be log P(X; Y j), then some readers may notice that the lower
bound F (Q; )  L() is the negative of a quantity known in statistical physics
as the free energy: the expected energy under Q minus the entropy of Q [39].
The Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm [3, 10] alternates between maximizing F with respect to Q and , respectively, holding the other xed. Starting
from some initial parameters 0 :
E step:
Qk+1 arg max F (Q; k )
(17)
Q
M step:
k+1 arg max F (Qk+1; )
(18)

It is easy to show that the maximum in the E step results when Qk+1(X) =
P(X jY; k ), at which point the bound becomes an equality: F (Qk+1; k ) = L(k ).
The maximumin the M step is obtained by maximizing the the rst term in (15),
since the entropy of Q does not depend on :

M step:

X

arg max P(X jY; k ) log P(X; Y j):

X
This is the expression most often associated with the EM algorithm [10], but
it obscures the elegant interpretation of EM as coordinate ascent in F . Since
F = L at the beginning of each M step, and since the E step does not change ,
we are guaranteed not to decrease the likelihood after each combined EM step.
It is worthwhile to point out that it is usually not necessary to explicitly
evaluate the posterior distribution P(X jY; k ). Since log P(X; Y j) contains both
hidden and observed variables in the network, it can be factored as before as
the sum of log probabilities of each node given its parents. Consequently, the
quantities required for the M step are the expected values, under the posterior
distribution P(X jY; k ), of the analogous quantities required for ML estimation
in the complete data case.
k+1

4.3 Example 1: Learning state-space models
Using equation (5), the log probability of the hidden states and observations for
linear-Gaussian state-space models can be written as
log P(fXt; Ytg) = log P(X1 ) +

T
X
t=1

log P(YtjXt ) +

T
X
t=2

log P(Xt jXt 1): (19)

Each of the above probability densities is Gaussian, and therefore the overall
expression is a sum of quadratics. For example, using equation (7):
log P(YtjXt) = 21 (Yt CXt )0 R 1(Yt CXt ) 12 jRj + const
11

where R is the covariance of the observation noise vt, 0 is the matrix transpose,
and j  j is the matrix determinant.
If the all the random variables were observed, then the ML parameters could
be solved for by maximizing (19). Taking derivatives of (19) we obtain a linear
systems of equations. For example, the ML estimate of the matrix C is

X

C

t

! X

Yt X 0

t

t

Xt X 0

!

1

t

:

Since the states are in fact hidden, in the M step we use expected values wherever
we don't have access to the actual observed values. Let us denote the expected
value of some quantity f(X) with respect to the posterior distribution of X by
hf(X)i,
Z
(20)
hf(X)i = f(X) P(X jY; k ) dX:
X

Then, the M step for C is
C

X
t

! X
0

YthXt i

t

hXt X 0 i
t

!

1

:

Similar M steps can be derived for all the other parameters by taking derivatives
of the expected log probability [47, 11, 15].7 In general we require all terms of
the kind hXt i, hXt Xt0 i and hXt Xt0 1i. These terms can be computed using the
Kalman smoothing algorithm.

4.4 Kalman smoothing
The Kalman smoother solves the problem of estimating the state at time t of a
linear-Gaussian state-space model given the model parameters and a sequence
of observations fY1; : : :; Yt; : : :; YT g. It consists of two parts: a forward recursion
which uses the observations from Y1 to Yt , known as the Kalman lter [29], and a
backward recursion which uses the observations from YT to Yt+1 [43].8 We have
already seen that in order to compute the marginal probability of a variable in a
Bayesian network one must take into account both the evidence above and below
the variable. In fact, the Kalman smoother is simply a special case of the belief
propagation algorithm we have already encountered for Bayesian networks.
The Gaussian marginal density of the hidden state vector is completely speci ed by its mean and covariance matrix. It is useful to de ne the quantities
Xt and Vt as the mean vector and covariance matrix of Xt , respectively, given
The parameters of a linear-Gaussian state-space model can also be estimated using
methods from on-line recursive identi cation [34].
8
The forward and backward recursions together are also known as the Rauch-TungStreibel (RTS) smoother. Thorough treatments of Kalman ltering and smoothing
can be found in [1, 18].
7
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observations fY1 ; : : :Y g. The Kalman lter consists of the following forward
recursions:
Xtt 1 = AXtt 11
Vtt 1 = AVtt 11A0 + Q
Kt = Vtt 1C 0(CVtt 1 C 0 + R) 1
Xtt = Xtt 1 + Kt (Yt CXtt 1 )
Vtt = Vtt 1 Kt CVtt 1

(21)
(22)
(23)
(24)
(25)

where X10 and V10 are the prior mean and covariance of the state, which are
model parameters. Equations (21) and (22) describe the forward propagation
of the state mean and variance before having accounted for the observation at
time t. The mean evolves according to the known dynamics A which also a ects
the variance. In addition the variance also increases by Q, the state noise. The
observation Yt has the e ect of shifting the mean by an amount proportional to
the prediction error Yt CXtt 1 , where the proportionality term Kt is known as
the Kalman gain matrix. Observing Yt also has the e ect of reducing the variance
of Xt . These equations can all be derived (perhaps laboriously) by analytically
evaluating the Gaussian integrals that result when belief propagation is applied
to the Bayesian network corresponding to state-space models.
At the end of the forward recursions we have the values for XTT and VTT . We
now need to proceed backwards and evaluate the in uence of future observations
on our estimate of states in the past:
Jt 1 = Vtt 11A0 (Vtt 1) 1
XtT 1 = Xtt 11 + Jt 1(XtT AXtt 11)
VtT 1 = Vtt 11 + Jt 1(VtT Vtt 1)Jt0

1

(26)
(27)
(28)

where Jt is a gain matrix with a similar role to the Kalman gain matrix. Again,
equation (27) shifts the mean by an amount proportional to the prediction error
XtT AXtt 11 . We can also recursively compute the covariance across two time
steps [47]
Vt;tT 1 = Vtt Jt0 1 + Jt (VtT+1;t AVtt)Jt0 1
T
which is initialized VT;T
KT C)AVTT 11 . The expectations required for
1 = (I
EM can now be readily computed:

hXt i = XtT
hXt Xt0 i = XtT XtT 0 + VtT
hXt Xt0 1 i = XtT XtT 0 1 + Vt;tT 1:
13

(29)
(30)
(31)

4.5 Example 2: Learning hidden Markov models
The log probability of the hidden variables and observations for an HMM is
log P(fSt; Ytg) = log P(S1 ) +

T
X
t=1

logP(YtjSt ) +

T
X
t=2

logP(St jSt 1):

(32)

Let us represent the K-valued discrete state St using K-dimensional unit column
vectors, e.g. the state at time t taking on the value \2" is represented as St =
[010 : : :0]0. Each of the terms in (32) can be decomposed into summations over
S. For example, the transition probability is
P(St jSt 1) =

K Y
K
Y

i=1 j =1

(Pij )St;i St

1

;j

where Pij is the probability of transitioning from state j to state i, arranged in
a K  K matrix P. Then
log P(StjSt 1) =

K X
K
X

St;iSt 1;j log Pij
i=1 j =1
= St0 (log P)St 1

(33)

(34)
using matrix notation. Similarly, if we assume a vector of initial state probabilities,  , then
log P(S1) = S10 log  :
Finally, the emission probabilities depend on the form of the observations. If Yt
is a discrete variable which can take on D values, then we again represent it
using D-dimensional unit vectors and obtain
logP(Yt jSt) = Yt0 (log E)St
where E is a D  K emission probability matrix.
Since the state variables are hidden we cannot compute (32) directly. The
EM algorithm, which in the case of HMMs is known as the Baum-Welch algorithm [3], allows us to circumvent this problem by computing the expectation
of (32) under the posterior distribution of the hidden states given the observations. This expectation can be expressed as a function of hSt i and hSt St0 1i
(1  t  T). The rst term, hSt i, is a vector containing the probability that the
HMM was in each of the K states at time t given its current parameters and the
entire sequence of observations9 . The second term, hSt St0 1 i, is a matrix containing the joint probability that the HMM was in each of the K 2 pairs of states
at times t 1 and t. In the HMM notation of [42], hSt i corresponds to t and
9

When learning from a data set containing multiple sequences, this quantity has to
be computed separately for each sequence. For clarity, we will describe the single
sequence case only.
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hSt St0 1i corresponds to t . Given these expectations, the M step is straightfor-

ward: we take derivatives of (32) with respect to the parameters, set to zero, and
solve subject to the sum-to-one constraints that ensure valid transition, emission
and initial state probabilities. For example, for the transition matrix we obtain
Pij /
=

T
X

hSt;i St 1;j i
t=2
PT hS S i
Pt=2T ht;iS t 1i;j :
t=2 t 1;j

(35)
(36)

The necessary expectations are computed using the forward{backward algorithm.

4.6 The forward{backward algorithm

The forward{backward algorithm is simply belief propagation applied to the
Bayesian network corresponding to a hidden Markov model (see [49] for a recent treatment). The forward pass recursively computes t, de ned as the joint
probability of St and the sequence of observations Y1 to Yt :
(37)
t = P(S
2 t; Y1; : : :; Yt)
3
=4

X

St

1

St

1

2
X
=4

P(St 1; Y1; : : :; Yt 1)P(StjSt 1 )5 P(Yt jSt)
t

1

3
P(StjSt )5 P(YtjSt ):
1

(38)
(39)

The backward pass computes the conditional probability of the observations Yt+1
to YT given St :
(40)
t = P(Yt+1; : : :; YT jSt )
X
(41)
= P(Yt+2; : : :; YT jSt+1 )P(St+1 jSt )P(Yt+1jSt+1 )
=

St+1

X

St+1

t+1 P(St+1jSt )P(Yt+1 jSt+1):

(42)

From these it is easy to compute the expectations needed for EM:

hSt;i i =
hSt;i St

1

ti =

;j i = tij

=

P t;i

t;i
t;j
t;j
j
tjSt;i) t;i :
P t 1;jPijPP(YP(Y
t jSt;`) t;`
k;` t 1;k k`

(43)
(44)

Notice that the Kalman smoothing algorithm and the forward{backward algorithm are conceptually identical. Occasionally, it is also useful to compute the
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single most probable state sequence. The solution to this problem is given by the
Viterbi algorithm [51], which is also very similar to the forward{backward algorithm except that some of the summations are replaced by maximizations (see [42]
for a tutorial on HMMs, especially as applied to speech recognition).

5 Beyond Tractable Models
Linear-Gaussian state-space models and hidden Markov models provide an interesting starting point for designing dynamic Bayesian networks. However, they
su er from important limitations when it comes to modeling real world time
series. In the case of linear-Gaussian state-space models the limitations are advertised in the name: in many realistic applications, both the state dynamics
and the relation between states and observations can be nonlinear, and the
noise can be non-Gaussian. For hidden Markov models, the situation is more
subtle. HMMs are a dynamical extension of mixture models, and unconstrained
mixture models can be used to model any distribution in the limit of an in nite
number of mixture components. Furthermore, if the state transition matrix is
unconstrained, any arbitrary nonlinear dynamics can also be modeled. So where
does the limitation lie?
Consider the problem of modeling the movement of several objects in a sequence of images. If there are M objects, each of which can occupy K positions
and orientations in the image, there are K M possible states of the system underlying an image. A hidden Markov model would require K M distinct states
to model this system. This representation is not only inecient but dicult
to interpret. We would much rather if our \HMM" could capture the underlying state space by using M di erent K-dimensional variables. More seriously,
an unconstrained HMM with K M states has of order K 2M parameters in the
transition matrix. Unless the data set captures all these possible transitions or
a priori knowledge is used to constrain the parameters, severe over- tting may
result.
In this section, we describe three ways in which HMMs and state-space models can be extended to overcome some of these limitations. The rst of these
represents the hidden state of an HMM using a set of distinct state variables.
We can this HMM with a distributed state representation, a factorial hidden
Markov model [17].

5.1 Example 3: Factorial HMMs

We generalize the HMM by representing the state using a collection of discrete
state variables
St = St(1) ; : : :St(m) ; : : :; St(M ) ;
(45)
each of which can take on K (m) values. The state space of this model consists
of the cross product of these state variables. For simplicity, we will assume that
K (m) = K, for all m, although the algorithms we present can be trivially generalized to the case of di ering K (m) . Given that the state space of this factorial
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HMM consists of all K M combinations of the St(m) variables, placing no constraints on the state transition structure would result in a K M  K M transition
matrix. Such an unconstrained system is uninteresting for several reasons: it is
equivalent to an HMM with K M states; it is unlikely to discover any interesting
structure in the K state variables, as all variables are allowed to interact arbitrarily; and both the time complexity and sample complexity of the estimation
algorithm are exponential in M.
We therefore focus on factorial HMMs in which the underlying state transitions are constrained. A natural structure to consider is one in which each state
variable evolves according to its own dynamics, and is a priori uncoupled from
the other state variables:
P(StjSt 1) =

M
Y

m=1

P(St(m) jSt(m1) ):

(46)

A Bayesian network representing this model is shown in Figure 5. The transition
structure for this model can be parametrized using M distinct K  K matrices.
As shown in Figure 5, the observation at time step t can depend on all the
state variables at that time step in a factorial HMM. For real-valued observations,
one simple form for this dependence is linear-Gaussian; that is, the observation
Yt is a Gaussian random vector whose mean is a linear function of the state
variables. We represent the state variables as K  1 vectors, where each of the K
discrete values corresponds to a 1 in one position and 0 elsewhere. The resulting
probability density for a D  1 observation vector Yt is


(47)
P(Yt jSt) = jRj 1=2 (2) D=2 exp 12 (Yt t)0 R 1 (Yt t) ;
where
M
X
W (m) St(m) :
(48)
t =
m)

m=1

Each W matrix is a D  K matrix whose
columns are the contributions to
the means for each of the settings of St(m) , R is a D  D covariance matrix, 0
denotes matrix transpose.
One way to understand the observation model in equations (47) and (48)
is to consider the marginal distribution for Yt , obtained by summing over the
possible states. There are K settings for each of the M state variables, and thus
there are K M possible mean vectors obtained by forming sums of M columns
where one column is chosen from each of the W (m) matrices. The resulting
marginal density of Yt is thus a Gaussian mixture model, with K M Gaussian
mixture components each having a constant covariance matrix R. This static
mixture model, without inclusion of the time index and the Markov dynamics, is
a factorial parameterization of the standard mixture of Gaussians model that has
interest in its own right [52, 20, 14]. The model we have just presented extends
this by allowing Markov dynamics in the discrete state variables underlying the
mixture.
(
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S t-1
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S t+1
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S t+1
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(2)

S t-1
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(3)

(1)

(2)

(3)

S t-1

St

S t+1

Yt-1

Yt

Yt+1

Fig. 5. A Bayesian network representing the conditional independence relations in a
factorial HMM with M = 3 underlying Markov chains.

5.2 Example 4: Tree structured HMMs
In factorial HMMs, the state variables at one time step are assumed to be a priori
independent given the state variables at the previous time step. This assumption
can be relaxed in many ways by introducing coupling between the state variables
in a single time step [45]. One interesting way to couple the variables is to order
them, such that St(m) depends on St(n) for 1  n < m. Furthermore, if all the
state variables and the output also depend on an observable input variable, Xt ,
we obtain the Bayesian network shown in Figure 6.
X t-1

(1)

S t-1

(2)

S t-1

(3)

Xt

X t+1

(1)

S t+1

(2)

S t+1

(3)

St

St

(1)

(2)

(3)

S t-1

St

S t+1

Yt-1

Yt

Yt+1

Fig. 6. Tree structured hidden Markov models.
This architecture can be interpreted as a probabilistic decision tree with
Markovian dynamics linking the decision variables. Consider how this model
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would generate data at the rst time step, t = 1. Given input X1 , the top node
S1(1) can take on K values. This stochastically partitions X-space into K decision
regions. The next node down the hierarchy, S1(2) , subdivides each of these regions
into K subregions, and so on. The output Y1 is generated from the input X1
and the K-way decisions at each of the M hidden nodes. At the next time step,
a similar procedure is used to generate data from the model, except that now
each decision in the tree is dependent on the decision taken at that node in the
previous time step. This model therefore generalizes the \hierarchical mixture
of experts" [27] and other related decision tree models such as CART [6] and
MARS [12] by giving the decisions Markovian dynamics. Tree structured HMMs
provide a useful starting point for modeling time series with both temporal and
spatial structure at multiple resolutions. We have explored this generalization of
factorial HMMs in [26].

5.3 Example 5: Switching State space models
Both factorial HMMs and tree-structured HMMs use discrete hidden state representations. To model time series with continuous but nonlinear dynamics, it is
possible to combine the real-valued hidden state of linear-Gaussian state-space
models and the discrete state of HMMs. One natural way to do this is the
switching state-space model [16].
In switching state-space models, the sequence of observations fYtg is modeled
using a hidden state space comprising M real-valued state vectors, Xt(m) , and
one discrete state vector St . The discrete state, St , is a multinomial variable that
can take on M values: St 2 f1; : : :; M g; for reasons that will become obvious
we refer to it as the switch variable. The joint probability of observations and
hidden states can be factored as
P(fSt; Xt(1); : : :; Xt(M ); Ytg) = P(S1 )



T
Y
t=1

T
Y

t=2

P(StjSt 1)

M
Y

m=1

P(X1(m) )

T
Y

P(Xt(m) jXt(m1) )

t=2

P(YtjXt(1) ; : : :; Xt(M ) ; St);

(49)

which corresponds graphically to the conditional independences represented by
Figure 7. Conditioned on a setting of the switch state, St = m, the observable is
multivariate Gaussian with output equation given by state-space model m. The
probability of the observation vector Yt is therefore
P(YtjXt(1); : : :; Xt(M ); St =m) = (2)
n
exp

D
2

1
2

jRj 
1
2


Yt C (m) Xt(m) 0R

1

Yt C (m) Xt(m)

o (50)

where D is the dimension of the observation vector, R is the observation noise covariance matrix, and C (m) is the output matrix for state-space model m (cf. equation (7) for a single linear-Gaussian state-space model). Each real-valued state
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vector evolves according to the linear-Gaussian dynamics of a state-space model
with di ering initial state, transition matrix, and state noise (equation (6)).
The switch state itself evolves according to the discrete Markov dynamics speci ed by initial state probabilities P(S1 ) and an M  M state transition matrix
P(St jSt 1).
This model can be seen as an extension of the \mixture of experts" architecture for modular learning in neural networks [22, 7, 36]. Each state-space model
is a linear expert with Gaussian output noise and linear-Gaussian dynamics. The
switch state \gates" the outputs of the M state-space models, and therefore plays
the role of a gating network with Markovian dynamics [7, 36].
(1)

X1

(M)

(1)

X3

(1)

(M)

X2

(M)

X1

X2

X3

S1

S2

S3

Y1

Y2

Y3

Fig. 7. Bayesian network representation for switching state-space models. St is the
discrete switch variable and Xt(m) are the real-valued state vectors.

6 Inference and Intractability
The problem with all the extensions of hidden Markov models and state-space
models presented in the previous section is that, given a sequence of observations,
most probabilities of interest are intractable to compute.
Consider, for example, computing the likelihood of a factorial HMM|the
marginal probability of a sequence of observations given the parameters, P(fYtgj),
where fYtg denotes fY1 ; : : :; YT g. This is the sum over all possible hidden state
sequences of the joint probability of the sequence and the observations:
P(fYtgj) =

X

f St g

P(fSt; Yt gj):

There are K M possible states at each time step, and therefore K MT hidden state
sequences of length T , assuming none of the transition probabilities is exactly
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0. The brute-force approach of evaluating all such sequences can be avoided by
making use of the conditional independences represented in the Bayesian network. For example, directly applying the forward pass of the forward{backward
algorithm outlined in section 4.6, we can compute the likelihood by summing
the 's at the last time step
P(fYtgj) =
=

X
ST

X
ST

P(ST ; Y1; : : :; YT j)
T:

(51)
(52)

For the factorial HMM, t is a vector of size equal to the full state space at
time t, i.e. it has K M elements. This results in a recursive algorithm that computes the likelihood using O(TK 2M ) operations. This can be further improved
upon by using the fact that the state transitions are de ned via M matrices
of size K  K rather than a single K M  K M matrix, resulting in a recursive
algorithm using O(T MK M +1 ) operations (see [17], appendix B). Unfortunately,
this time complexity cannot be improved upon. Given the observation at time
t, the K-valued state variables become coupled in an M th order interaction.
It is not possible to sum over each variable independently. Like the likelihood,
computing the posterior probability of a single state variable given the observation sequence, P(St(m) jY1 ; : : :; YT ), is also exponential in M. Similar exponential
time complexity results hold for the likelihoods and posterior probabilities of
tree-structured HMMs and switching state-space models.

6.1 Gibbs sampling
One approach to computing approximate marginal probabilities is to make use
of Monte Carlo integration. Since the log likelihood can be expressed as
logP(fYtgj) =

X

fSt g

h

i

P(fStgjfYtg; ) log P(fStg; fYtg; ) logP(fSt gjfYtg; ) ;

by sampling from the posterior distribution, P(fSt gjfYtg; ), the log likelihood
can be approximated using the above expression, which is just the negative of
the free energy (15). To learn the parameters of the model, samples from the
posterior are used to evaluate the expectations required for EM. Of course, for
intractable models sampling directly from the posterior distributions is computationally prohibitive. However, it is often easy to set up a Markov chain that will
converge to samples from the posterior. One of the simplest methods to achieve
this is Gibbs sampling (for a review of Gibbs sampling and other Markov chain
Monte Carlo methods, see [37]).
For a given observation sequence fYtg, Gibbs sampling starts with a random
setting of the hidden states fSt g. At each step of the sampling process, each
state variable is updated stochastically according to its probability distribution
conditioned on the setting of all the other state variables. The graphical model
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is again useful here, as each node is conditionally independent of all other nodes
given its Markov blanket, de ned as the set of children, parents, and parents of
the children of a node. For example, to sample from a typical state variable St(m)
in a factorial HMM we only need to examine the states of a few neighboring
nodes:
m) ; Y )
St(m)  P(St(m) jfSt(n) : n 6= mg; St(m1) ; St(+1
(53)
t
(m)
(m)
(m)
(m)
(1)
(m)
(M )
/ P(St jSt 1 ) P(St+1 jSt ) P(YtjSt ; : : :; St ; : : :; St ); (54)
where  denotes \sampled from". Sampling once from each of the TM hidden
variables in the model results in a new sample of the hidden state of the model
and requires O(TMK) operations. The sequence of states resulting from each
pass of Gibbs sampling de nes a Markov chain over the state space of the model.
This Markov chain is guaranteed to converge to the posterior probabilities of the
states given the observations [13] as long as none of the probabilities in the model
is exactly zero 10. Thus, after some suitable time, samples from the Markov
chain can be taken as approximate samples from the posterior probabilities.
The rst and second-order statistics needed to estimate hSt(m) i, hSt(m) St(n)0 i and
hSt(m1) St(m)0 i are collected using the states visited and the probabilities estimated
during this sampling process and are used in the approximate E step of EM.11
Monte Carlo methods for learning in dynamic Bayesian networks have been
explored by [9, 30, 8, 17].

6.2 Variational Methods
Another approach to approximating a probability distribution P is to de ne
a parametrized distribution Q and vary its parameters so as to minimize the
distance between Q and P. In the context of the EM algorithm, we have already
seen that the likelihood L() is lower bounded by the free energy F (Q; ). The
di erence between L and F is given by the Kullback-Leibler divergence between
Q and the posterior distribution of the hidden variables:

L() F (Q; ) = KL Q(fStgj) kP(fStgjfYtg; )
(55)


X
fStgj
(56)
= Q(fStgj) log P(fQ(
St gjfYtg; )
fSt g
where  are the parameters of the distribution Q.
The complexity of exact inference in the approximation given by Q is determined by its conditional independence relations, not by its parameters. Thus, we
can chose Q to have a tractable structure|a Bayesian network that eliminates
10
11

Actually, the weaker assumption of ergodicity will suce to ensure convergence
A more Bayesian treatment of the learning problem, in which the parameters are also
considered hidden random variables, can be handled by Gibbs sampling by replacing
the \M step" with sampling from the conditional distribution of the parameters given
the other hidden variables (for example, see [50]).
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some of the dependencies in P. Given this structure, we are free to vary the
parameters of Q so as to obtain the tightest possible bound by minimizing (56).
We will refer to the general strategy of using a parameterized approximating
distribution as a variational approximation and refer to the free parameters of
the Q distribution as variational parameters.

6.3 Example: Mean eld for factorial HMMs
We illustrate this approach using the simplest variational approximation to the
posterior distribution in factorial HMMs: the state variables are assumed independent (Figure 8 (a)) which means that
Q(fSt gj) =

n

M
T Y
Y
t=1 m=1

Q(St(m) jt(m)):

(57)

o

The variational parameters,  = t(m) , are the means of the state variables,
where, as before, a state variable St(m) is represented as a K-dimensional vector
with a 1 in the kth position and 0 elsewhere, if the mth Markov chain is in state k
at time t. The elements of the vector t(m) therefore de ne the state occupation
probabilities for the multinomial variable St(m) under the distribution Q:
Q(St(m) jt(m) ) =

K 
Y

k=1

(m)
t;k

St;km
(

)

(m)
where St;k
2 f0; 1g;

K
X
k=1

(m)
St;k
= 1:

(58)
A completely factorized approximation of this kind is often used in statistical
physics, where it provides the basis for simple yet powerful mean eld approximations to statistical mechanical systems [40].
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Fig.8. (a) The completely factorized variational approximation assuming that all the

state variables are independent (conditional on the observation sequence). (b) A structured variational approximation assuming that the state variables retain their Markov
structure within each chain, but are independent across chains.
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To make the bound as tight as possible we vary  separately for each observation sequence so as to minimize the KL divergence. Taking the derivatives
of (56) with respect to t(m) and setting them to zero, we obtain the set of xed
point equations de ned by
 0

1
(m)
(m)
(m) new
(m)
(m)
(m) 0
(m)
1 ~ (m)
t
= ' W R Yt
2  + (log P ) t 1 + (logP ) t+1
(59)
where Y~t(m) is the residual error in Yt given the predictions from all the state
variables not including m:
M
X

Y~t(m)  Yt

`6=m

W (`)t(`) ;

(60)

(m) is the vector of diagonal elements of W (m)0 R 1W (m) , and 'fg is the
softmax operator, which maps a vector A into a vector B of the same size, with
elements
Bi = XexpfAi g ;
(61)
expfAj g
j

and log P (m) denotes the elementwise logarithm of the transition matrix P (m) (see
appendix C in [17] for details of the derivation).
The rst term of (59) is the projection of the error in reconstructing the observation onto the weights of state vector m|the more a particular setting of a
state vector can reduce this error, the larger its associated variational mean. The
second term arises from the fact that the second order correlation hSt(m) St(m) i
evaluated under the variational distribution is a diagonal matrix composed of the
elements of t(m) . The last two terms introduce dependencies forward and backward in time.12 Therefore, although the posterior distribution over the hidden
variables is approximated with a completely factorized distribution, the xed
point equations couple the parameters associated with each node with the parameters of its Markov blanket. In this sense, the xed point equations propagate
information along the same pathways as those de ning the exact algorithms for
probability propagation.
The following may provide an intuitive interpretation of the approximation
being made by this distribution. Given a particular observation sequence, the
hidden state variables for the M Markov chains at time step t are stochastically
coupled. This stochastic coupling is approximated by a system in which the
hidden variables are uncorrelated but have coupled means. The variational or
\mean- eld" equations solve for the deterministic coupling of the means that
best approximates the stochastically coupled system.
Each hidden state vector is updated in turn using (59), with a time complexity of O(TMK 2 ) per iteration. Convergence is determined by monitoring
12

The rst term is replaced by log (m) for t = 1 the second term does not appear for

t = T.
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the KL divergence in the variational distribution between successive time steps;
in practice convergence is very rapid (about 2 to 10 iterations of (59)). Convergence to a global minimum of the KL divergence is not required, and in general
this procedure will converge to a local minimum. Once the xed point equations
have converged, the expectations required for the E step can be obtained as a
simple function of the parameters [17].

6.4 Example: Structured approximation for factorial HMMs

The approximation presented in the previous section factors the posterior probability into a product of statistically independent distributions over the state
variables. Here we present another approximation which is tractable and preserves many of the probabilistic dependencies in the original system. In this
scheme, the posterior distribution of the factorial HMM is approximated by M
uncoupled HMMs as shown in Figure 8 (b). Within each HMM, ecient and
exact inference is implemented via the forward{backward algorithm. Since the
arguments presented in the previous section did not hinge on the the form of
the approximating distribution, each distribution Q provides a lower bound on
the log likelihood and can be used to obtain a learning algorithm. The approach
of exploiting such tractable substructures was rst suggested in the machine
learning literature by Saul and Jordan (1996).
We write the structured variational approximation as
T
M
Y
Y
Q(fSt gj) = Z1
Q(S1(m) j) Q(St(m) jSt(m1) ; );
Q m=1

t=2

(62)

where ZQ is a normalization constant ensuring that Q sums to one. The parameters of Q are  = f(m) ; P (m); ht(m) g|the original priors and state transition
matrices of the factorial HMM and a time-varying bias for each state variable.
Using these parameters the prior and transition probabilities are
Q(S1(m) j) =
Q(St(m) jSt(m1) ; ) =

K 
Y

k=1

h1(m;k) k(m)

0
K
Y
@

k=1

(m)
ht;k

K
X
j =1

S m;k
(
1

)

(63)

1St;km
Pk;jm St m ;j A
(

(

)

(

)

)
1

0 K
1St;km
K
m


Y
Y
S
= @ht;km
Pk;jm t ;j A ;
(

(

(

)

j =1

k=1

)

(

)
1

)

(64)

where the last equality follows from the fact that St(m1) is a vector with a 1 in
one position and 0 elsewhere. Comparing equations (62){(64) to equation (9),
we can see that the K  1 vector ht(m) plays the role of the probability of an
observation (P(YtjSt ) in (9)) for each of the K settings of St(m) . For example,
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Q(S1(m;j ) = 1j) = h1(m;j) P(S1(m;j ) = 1j) corresponds to having an observation at
time t = 1 that under state S1(m;j ) = 1 has probability h1(m;j) .
Intuitively, this approximation uncouples the M Markov chains and attaches
to each state variable a distinct ctitious observation. The probability of this
ctitious observation can be varied so as to minimize the KL divergence between
Q and P.
Applying the same arguments as before, we obtain a set of xed point equations for ht(m) that minimize KL(QkP):


(65)
ht(m) new = exp W (m)0 R 1Y~t(m) 21 (m) ;
where (m) is de ned as before, and where we rede ne the residual error to be
Y~t(m)  Yt

M
X

`6=m

W (`) hSt(`) i:

(66)

The parameter ht(m) obtained from these xed point equations is the observation
probability associated with state variable St(m) in hidden Markov model m. Using
these probabilities, the forward{backward algorithm is used to compute a new set
of expectations for hSt(m) i, which are fed back into (65) and (66). The forward{
backward algorithm is therefore used as a subroutine in the minimization of the
KL divergence.
Notice the similarity between equations (65){(66) and equations (59){(60)
for the completely factorized system. In the completely factorized system, since
hSt(m) i = t(m) , the xed point equations can be written explicitly in terms of
the variational parameters. In the structured approximation, the dependence of
hSt(m) i on ht(m) is computed via the forward{backward algorithm. Also, the xed
point equations (65) do not contain terms involving the prior, (m) , or transition
matrix, P (m) . These terms have cancelled by our choice of approximation.
The other intractable dynamic Bayesian networks we have presented are
also amenable to structured variational approximations. In the case of treestructured HMMs there are two natural choices for the substructures to retain in
the approximation. One choice is to remove the arc within a time step and retain
the temporal dependences, resulting in the Bayesian network shown in Figure 8
(b). The other choice is to retain the arcs within a time step and eliminate the
arcs between consecutive time steps. Both of these approximations, along with
an approximation based on the Viterbi, algorithm are pursued in [26].
For switching state-space models, the natural approximation is to uncouple
the M state-space models (SSMs) from the discrete Markov process controlling
the switch variable. Of course, through the variational parameters all the models
become deterministically coupled, but for the purposes of computing posterior
probabilities, it becomes possible to apply Kalman smoothing to each state-space
model separately and the forward{backward algorithm to the switch process. The
variational parameters can be thought of as the real-valued \responsibilities" of
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each state-space model for each observation in the sequence. To determine the
best variational parameters we start from some responsibilities and compute the
posterior probability of the state in each SSM using Kalman smoothing, with the
data weighted by the responsibilities. A weighting of 1 corresponding to applying
the normal Kalman smoothing equations, whereas a weighting of 0 corresponds
to assuming that the data was not observed at all; intermediate weighting can
be implemented by dividing the R matrix in (23) by the responsibility. We then
recompute responsibilities by running the forward{backward algorithm on the
switch process using the predicted error of each SSM. This procedure is iterated
until the responsibilities converge. Details of this structured variational approximation for switching state-space models are provided in [16].

6.5 Convex duality
The framework for obtaining lower bounds on log likelihoods is a special case of
more general variational methods based on convex duality. In this section, we
provide a brief tutorial of these methods closely following Jaakkola (1997) who
introduced these methods to problems in Bayesian network learning. A more
general treatment can be found in Rockafellar (1970). But before delving into
convex duality we will motivate the reader by making the following two remarks.
First, we have presented lower bounds and suggested maximizing lower bounds
on likelihoods as an objective for learning; however, it is also clearly desirable
to complete the picture by deriving upper bounds. Second, we have not dealt
with networks in which there are complex nonlinear interactions. Methods from
convex duality can, in principle, be used to solve these problems. We present only
a brief tutorial here and refer the reader to [21] for examples of how this approach
can be used to de ne upper bounds and deal with certain nonlinearities.
A convex function f(x) is characterized by the property that the set of points
f(x; y) : y  f(x)g is convex. This set is called the epigraph of f and denoted
epi(f). Now, convex sets can be represented as the intersection of all half-spaces
that contain them. We parametrize these half-spaces to obtain the dual of f.
Consider one such half-space
y   T x :
Since it contains epi(f), y  f(x) implies y   T x , therefore
f(x)   T x 
at every x, which implies
It follows that

max
f T x f(x) g  0:
x

(67)

  max
f T x f(x)g  f  ()
x

(68)
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where we have de ned f  () as the dual function of f(x), and conversely,
f(x)  max
f T x f  ()g:


(69)

An intuitive way to think about the dual function is that for every point x
there is a linear function with slope  and intercept  that touches f at x and is a
lower bound for f(x). The dual f  () is a function of these slopes that evaluates
to the corresponding y-intercept of f at the point at which f has slope .13
Simply put, we have shown that a convex function of x can be lower-bounded
by a linear function of x parametrized by .
This simple result has important consequences. We now show that the lower
bound on the log likelihood can be seen as a special case of this bound.
The log likelihood can be written
log P(Y ) = log

X
S

P(Y; S) = log

X
S

expf(S)g

where (S) = logP(Y; S) isPa \potential" over the hidden states. The log partition function f() = log S expf(S)g = log P(Y ) is a convex function over
potentials (S). The dual to the logPpartition function f() is the negative entropy function, f  (Q) = H(Q) = S Q(S) log Q(S), which itself is a convex
function over probability distributions Q. The duality between f and f  can be
veri ed by taking the derivatives of f() with respect to , remembering that the
dual is a function of the slopes that evaluates to the corresponding intercepts.
Therefore, using (69)
log P(Y ) = f()  max
fQT  + H(Q)g
Q
= max
Q

(X
S

Q(S) log P(Y; S)

X
S

Q(S) log Q(S)

)

(70)
(71)

which is the usual lower bound F .

7 Conclusion
Bayesian networks are a concise graphical formalism for describing probabilistic
models. We have provided a brief tutorial of methods for learning and inference
in dynamic Bayesian networks. In many of the interesting models, beyond the
simple linear dynamical system or hidden Markov model, the calculations required for inference are intractable. Two di erent approaches for handling this
intractability are Monte Carlo methods such as Gibbs sampling, and variational
methods. An especially promising variational approach is based on exploiting
tractable substructures in the Bayesian network.
13

For strictly convex functions.
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